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Thermal interface materials (TIMs) such as thermal pastes, films, pads, adhesives, and gels are an integral component of chip cooling assemblies. Of these, thermal pastes are capable of achieving the highest thermal conductivities, on the order of 5 W/m-K and - more importantly – can achieve some of the lowest thermal resistivities since as liquids – albeit of high viscosity - they can conform to any surface within the chip – cooling lid gap. One of the most important TIM properties is long-term stability of its thermal resistivity. This property is rather unique to thermal pastes, since most highly filled composites used in areas such as explosives, soaps or food products [1-8] exist in the liquid phase only for a short period during processing.

Most thermal pastes are formulations of solid, thermally conducting particles in a liquid matrix consisting of hydrocarbons or silicone oils [9]. Often other ingredients such as antioxidants and/or phase stabilizers are present in small amounts [10]. The solids loading of pastes tends to be very high, often close to the maximum packing fraction, since the degree of solids loading is related to the bulk thermal conductivity, k, of the paste [11]. High solids loading is achieved by tailoring the particle shape and size distributions, principally by employing bi- or multimodal particle size distributions [12]. The mixing process for such pastes is important since it determines the paste properties such as thermal conductivity and particularly paste rheology which determines the flow properties and thus the minimum bondline between solid surfaces achieved during the assembly process.

We investigated the rheological and fail behaviors of two thermal pastes which were described in detail elsewhere [13]. Two mixing methods, also described previously [13], were used to prepare these pastes. The failure behavior of other, commercial TIMs was also investigated and was found to generally show the same fail behavior described here. However, conditions leading to failure may vary between TIMs.

Rheological properties were measured using an ARES rotational rheometer (TA Instruments). Samples were characterized at 50 °C using 25 mm disks in parallel plate configuration. Dynamic properties were measured under small-amplitude oscillatory shear flow and steady flow behavior was characterized using steady torsional flow. Strain sweep tests were conducted at 1 rps frequency. Strain-sweep, time-sweep, frequency sweep, dynamic temperature sweep and steady shear tests were conducted. The results were discussed in detail elsewhere [13].

The rheological properties of thermal pastes can be affected by the mixing process - in particular the ultimate quality of the mixed state [13] – and other processing variables such as the amount of entrapped air. Highly filled materials such as the investigated thermal pastes show pronounced wall slip. This behavior is a universal characteristic of highly loaded systems [14, 15] such as TIMs [13]. Wall slip is characterized by the development of an apparent slip layer at the substrate – paste interface. This slip layer consists solely of the binder of the suspension, and its thickness is a fraction of the particle size of the solid phase [16, 18]. Wall slip increases with increasing thickness of this layer and decreasing shear viscosity of the binder [15, 17, 18]. The amount of air in the paste can also affect wall slip [1, 17, 19].

Experiments carried out without taking wall slip into account can lead to greatly distorted results since measured strain and actual strain of a sample can differ significantly. Figure 1 shows differing apparent wall slip and strain values for the identical thermal paste measured.
Fig. 1: Extent of shear of a thermal paste in between top and bottom parallel plates of a rheometer using various shear rates. The marker angle indicates the extent of shear in the paste, the distance between the straight marker lines indicates the tool shear strain. 1a. Left: Negligible paste deformation, i.e., plug flow with wall slip; 1b. Right: Same paste being sheared however under still significant wall slip.

under varying strain rates. Wall slip is revealed by the appearance of discontinuities in the straight marker line at the material - wall interfaces of the parallel plate fixtures of the rotational rheometer in steady torsional flow. Figure 1a indicates pure plug flow with no deformation introduced into the paste (shear stress is smaller than the yield stress of the paste) and Figure 1b shows the wall slip under conditions that the paste is being deformed (at a true rate which is smaller than the intended).

Wall slip which can occur during thermal pumping of a TIM in the chip – cooling lid gap is a significant failure mode of thermal pastes and can lead to the loss of all or part of the thermal paste [14-20]. However, wall slip alone may not be the sole factor leading to paste failure.

Long-term stability of the thermal resistivity of the chip – TIM - cooling lid assembly depends on paste stability, i.e., the ability of the thermal paste to remain unchanged during thermal and mechanical cycling of the chip – lid gap. Besides wall slip behavior, paste stability depends on other factors such as the amount of entrapped air incorporated during the mixing process, the uniformity of the paste, and the rate of thermal or mechanical changes.

In order to study paste stability a silicon prism heat sink assembly was developed that enables IR imaging of the thermal interface in the actual packaging environment while gap tilt between chip and lid and force on the TIM paste was monitored (Figure 2). This assembly consists of two

Fig. 2: Schematic of the IR paste analysis tool. TP: thermal paste, TC: thermocouples, LPD: laser position detector, SiP: Silicon prism, LC: load cell
matching right angle prisms which are held against each other so that the gold coated surface of the hypotenuse of one prism acts as mirror, reflecting the IR from the heat source (e.g., the chip backside) into an IR camera (FLIR Systems Merlin Mid). The top surface of the silicon cube formed by the prisms is bonded to a circulating liquid cooled cold plate. Gap tilt was measured by four laser position sensors located at each corner. Force was measured through a force transducer located on the central pressure rod. The force could be varied using a piezo-driver. Further experimental details are given elsewhere [13].

IR imaging was performed on a Power4 microprocessor at power levels up to 140 Watt. The chip –TIM – heat sink stack was assembled by applying 1 – 2 mm of thermal paste to the backside of the chip and then pressing the prism on top of the paste until the desired gap of 100 µm was obtained. IR images of the heat sink-paste interface were taken at various power levels from 0 watts (room temperature) up to 140 watts (80 – 100 °C).

Another method of studying paste stability involved the use of two glass slides between which the paste was compressed. Such assemblies were subjected to thermal and mechanical cycling and the paste behavior was observed through an optical microscope.

These investigations identified several distinct TIM failure modes:

**Paste Voiding.** This failure mode is characterized by air pockets which bridge the chip – heatsink gap (Figure 3). Voids develop over time but most quickly over hot spots where they also cause the greatest damage. These voids originate from air entrapped in the thermal paste during mixing. If significant amounts of entrapped air are included in the paste, voiding can be massive leading to significant increase in thermal resistance and subsequent catastrophic chip fails.

**Interfacial Voiding.** This failure mode (Figure 4) occurs during rapid contraction of the chip – TIM – heat sink stack, when the wall slip layer temporarily disconnects from one of the surfaces. These voids appear first as bands at the edges of the chip – heat sink gap but travel to the interface in the gap center over time. The size of these voids can be rather large but owing to

---

**Fig. 3:** Schematic cross-section through the chip-paste-heat sink stack (left) and top view (right) of thermal paste showing paste voiding.

**Fig. 4:** Schematic description (left) of interfacial void movement and cross-section through the chip-paste-heat sink stack (right)
the fact that they are contained in the interface layer they tend to be thin. Unlike paste voids, interfacial voids do not span from one side of the gap to the other. Sometimes these voids may disappear spontaneously.

**Paste Erosion.** This failure mode (Figure 5) is very complex and not well understood. It is characterized by successive removal of paste from the chip – heat sink gap. Closer examination
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Indicates that in the course of this failure process a channel pattern develops in the paste similar to a drainage system [13]. It is assumed – and we will present data showing - that the liquid component flows out of the paste eroding it with time. This process may begin at the wall – paste interface since the apparent slip layer consists of nearly pure paste binder (liquid phase) and may be driven by cyclical gap dimension variations (paste pumping). This failure mode eventually will cause catastrophic thermal resistance increases. Conditions that lead to the occurrence of this failure mode and acceleration factors are not known yet though rapid erosion has been observed with pastes of poor mix quality.

**Conclusions**

Critical properties of thermal pastes such as rheology and failure mechanisms affecting the thermal resistance stability were investigated. Processing of the paste can affect the paste rheological properties and their propensity to fail particularly when air is included in the paste during processing. Rapid chip – heat sink gap expansion can lead to interfacial voids. Wall slip layers and other yet unknown factors can lead to paste erosion.
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